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TRACK CHANGES TO TOMORROW’S CARS:
Bookmark autonews.com/futureproduct to stay
updated on automakers’ product portfolios.
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German luxury giants go for EVs, autonomy

T
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he letters of their respective strategy acronyms are in a different order, but Mercedes-Benz and BMW have similar visions for
how they can be a part of the future of transportation.
Mercedes touts its CASE strategy — connectivity,
autonomous driving, sharing and electric drive systems — while BMW pitches ACES — autonomous,
connected, electrified and shared. As the German

WHAT DO THE
TERMS MEAN?

more than $11 billion in electric vehicles, with at
least 10 new cars coming to market by 2022. The EQ
subbrand announced last year will be home to many of those new EVs. A new EQ hatchback is likely to
be shown at the Frankfurt auto show in September.
For both companies, semiautonomous driving
technology will continue to spread across their vehicle lineups for the balance of this decade. Truly
autonomous cars are being planned for early next
decade. Mercedes and BMW also are working to expand mobility services and car-sharing fleets. a

luxury giants pursue those characteristics in their
product portfolios, expect a major increase in electric vehicles and self-driving technology.
BMW will further develop its i subbrand, culminating with plans for the iNEXT electric crossover in
2021. BMW also will begin to introduce electric versions of its core nameplates such as the X3 and, likely, the 3-series sedan and produce them on the
same assembly lines as gasoline-powered versions
of the vehicles.
Mercedes parent Daimler AG is pledging to invest
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l Freshen: Minor changes to
interior and exterior, such as
new grille, fascia, front and
rear lights or seat surfaces

l Re-engineering: Significant engineering
changes, such as revised powertrain,
chassis, suspension, center stack or interior.
Often includes some new sheet metal.

l Redesign: New platform,
powertrain, interior and sheet
metal. Engine and transmission
could be carried over.
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l New: A nameplate
added to the lineup

BMW explores new horizons
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MW could expand its spectrum of cars in
both directions, reviving the 8 series after a
nearly two-decade absence and potentially
bringing a tiny 1-series sedan to the U.S. It
has big plans for plug-in hybrids and electric cars, including a roadster version of the i8 next year and a battery-electric crossover in the early 2020s. With crossovers surging among U.S. buyers, it’s also finding ways
to fit several more of those into its lineup: an X2 targeting young consumers in early 2018, followed a year later by the X7, a three-row behemoth with potentially a
six-figure price.

1 series: A 1-series sedan went on sale in China this
year, but it won’t be sold here, at least initially. Global sales chief Ian Robertson has
said the small front-wheel-drive sedan is unlikely for the U.S. But one
source says it could go on sale
here in early 2019. Competitors’
plans to bring new small entries
could put the pressure on BMW.
Mercedes, for instance, will begin selling the A-class sedan in
the U.S. in 2018.
see BMW, Page 25

2018 BMW 2-series convertible

TIMELINE
2017
2ND HALF

2018
1ST HALF

2019

2020

2021

2ND HALF

BMW

6-series GT debut
i3 freshen
X3 redesign

M5 redesign
i8 roadster debut
i8 coupe freshen
X2 debut
X3 plug-in hybrid
debut

M2 freshen
3 series redesign
7 series freshen
8 series debut
X4 redesign
X5 redesign

1 series debut?
M3 redesign?
Z4 redesign
8-series Gran Coupe
debut
X1 freshen
X6 redesign
X7 debut

2-series Gran Coupe
debut?
4-series coupe
redesign
i3 redesign
X3 EV debut

4-series convertible
and Gran Coupe
redesign
iNEXT debut

MercedesBenz

E-class convertible
redesign
S-class sedan
re-engineering
AMG GT C coupe,
roadster debut
AMG GT R coupe
debut
AMG GT roadster
debut
GLC 350e 4MATIC
plug-in debut?

S-class coupe
and convertible
re-engineering
S-class plug-in
re-engineering

A-class sedan debut
C-class sedan freshen
CLS redesign
AMG GT sedan debut
AMG hypercar debut
G class redesign

CLA redesign
GLB debut
GLC freshen
GLE redesign
GLE coupe redesign
GLS redesign
Metris freshen
Sprinter redesign

C-class coupe and
convertible freshen
E-class sedan freshen
S-class sedan
redesign
SL redesign
GLA redesign
GLC coupe freshen
EQ hatchback debut?
EQ compact crossover
debut

C-class sedan
redesign
E-class wagon, coupe,
convertible freshen
SLC redesign
EQ sedans debut?

Clubman freshen
Electric Mini debut

Countryman freshen

3-door and 5-door
Hardtop redesign

Mini

Countryman plug-in
hybrid debut

Smart

ForTwo Electric Drive
coupe/convertible
redesign

2018 Mercedes-AMG
GT roadster

3-door and 5-door
Hardtop freshen
2017 Smart
ForTwo Electric
Drive coupe

ForTwo Electric Drive
coupe/convertible
freshen?

